INVITATION TO RE-TENDER FOR

Feasibility Study for New Adventure Tourism Products in Via Dinarica Gjakova Municipality

The cross-border project “Extension of Via DinaricA in the CBC Region Albania-Kosovo has started on 15 March 2018 and will end by 15 July 2021. The project is funded by the European Union Delegation to Albania through the IPA Cross Border Cooperation Programme with 85% of the total value of funds. The Community Development Fund-CDF is the Project coordinator while ADF is the partner.

The Overall Objective is to enhance cross-border (CB) economic activities through unique sustainable tourism models based on natural, traditional and cultural values, while bringing forth shared characteristics of the region.

The purpose of this contract is contracting a local company or NGO for the Feasibility Study for New Adventure Tourism Products in Via Dinarica Gjakova Municipality.

We are pleased to invite all qualified companies or NGO to apply for the above assignment. The complete tender documents may be obtained by interested companies/NGO upon submitting of a request at the following email address feride@kcdf.org or njomza@kcdf.org every day from 09:00-15:00hrs.

Your offers completed as per requirements should be send to email address feride@kcdf.org or njomza@kcdf.org latest by March 08th 2021 at 16:00hrs. Late bids will be rejected.

Implemented by
Community Development Fund in partnership with Albanian Development Fund